CRUM RIDGE & CAMPUS: SHORT
A 50-50 trail awaits! Half of the paths use the
steeper, Crum Woods dirt trails that provide views
to Crum Creek below. The campus half route uses
walkways that are not only flat and paved, but also
provides opportunities to sit on benches. There
are a couple of Crum Woods entrance options, one
of which leads through the Arboretum’s
Rhododendron Collection.
Themes: Excercise, Nature
Amenities: Creek view, woods
Surface: Gravel, dirt; 0.7 miles long.
Slope: Flat sections, timber steps, steep sections;
52 ft elevation change.
Hazards: Ponding, mud, tripping hazards (roots,
rocks, timber steps).
Emergencies: Call Public Safety (610) 328-8333
Difficulty Rating: Spirited - I enjoy getting my
heart going on walks. Nothing beats the thrill of
taking on a rewarding climb on varied terrain with
inclines, and with some rocks and roots in the
pathway. Let’s keep moving – occasional stops
only, please.

Waypoints Shown On The Map:
1. Water tower Entrance: Where
Whittier Place curves behind the Science
Center, beside utility building, at the
Bartram Path Marker (B1). There is a
steep gravel path with timber diverters.
2. B2/E1: On the Bartram Path.
3. B3/C3: On the Bartram Path (which
has steep sections with timber dividers,
roots and rocks).
4. B4: Mid-point signpost on Bartram
Path.

Resources shown on the map:
F & R: The Science Center Coffee Bar, accessed
through an entrance door (SC-2) on the left wing,
is open every day. A drinking fountain is in the
entry hall, while the 1st floor restrooms are down
a hallway.
R & E: Lang Performing Arts Center’s restrooms
are located in 1st floor entrance area. The
Emergency Phone is outside on back of entrance
pillar.
P: The Whittier Lot has limited visitor spaces M-F
before 3:30PM, and 248 spaces for visitors after
3:30 M-F and all weekend.
P: Street parking on Elm Avenue.[not shown on
map]
E: Emergency phones Beardsley Hall, Whittier
Hall, and the Intercultural Center.
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5. B5/T1: The signpost directs the trail
north on the Bartram Path (that has steep
sections with timber dividers, roots and
rocks) toward the Trotter Dell (that may
occasionally have mud).
6. T2/R2: Trotter Dell, which may
occasionally have mud, is below the Lang
Music Building, and connects to the
Rhododendron Collection on the hillside.
7. Rhododendrom Entrance: An
interpretive sign with brochures is at the
Arboretum Rhododendron Collection’s
entrance (R3) next to the mulched hillside
path.
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Feedback/corrections to SwarthmoreTrails@gmail.com

